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Rum Menu
Pusser’s ‘Gunpowder Proof’ is a traditional Royal Navy style rum. Produced at original Admiralty strength and in accordance with the Admiralty’s blending recipe, it was last used when the Royal Navy discontinued its daily ration on 31 July 1970. The nose is full of dried fruits, dates, prunes and slightly overripe figs. The palate is smooth yet very sweet with plenty of dark, syrupy, stewed fruits.

Captain Morgan
40% Vol

This original rum is a rum that embodies the spirit of those backstreet tavern parties – with a rich and full-bodied taste perfect for the modern day buccaneers who seek real, authentic fun with their crew. It is intensely deep and rich in taste with a smoky, cask finish.
Morgan Spiced
35% Vol

A secret recipe of adventurous spice and natural flavours that are expertly blended with fine Caribbean rum – then aged in charred white oak barrels to create a taste and colour as rich as a pocketful of gold doubloons.

Peaky Blinder
40% Vol

Named after the Peaky Blinders street gang from the later 19th and early 20th Century, this is a black spiced rum that has been blended with various spices to help accentuate the rum’s flavour profile. As such, this expression features big ol’ helpings of vanilla, clove and flamed orange peel notes.
Walter Hicks 125 Navy Rum
71.4 % Vol

The 125 Navy Rum, which at 125 proof (71.40% vol) is one of the strongest UK bottled rum available. Arriving directly from Guyana in 45-gallon barrels, it is left to mature for 7 years.

Sailor Jerry
40% Vol

Sailor Jerry Spiced Rum was developed after loads of historical research into maritime rums. The all-natural spices and flavours chosen, give the rum a rich, smooth taste characterized by top notes of vanilla and cinnamon. More than anything else, it’s the spicing that’s responsible for the distinctive character, smoothness and versatility of this rum.
Dead Man’s Fingers
37.5% Vol

Cornwall’s newest small batch rum distillery create this spicy rum to warm the cockles and stir the soul.

Rumbullion!
42.6% Vol

Rumbullion! Spiced Rum starts as a blend of fine Caribbean rums, combined with the delicious flavours of Madagascan vanilla, zesty orange peel, warm, cosy cloves, cinnamon, and a dash of cardamom for good measure.
Admiral Benbow
37.5% Vol

This navy rum is produced from rums made in a couple of islands in the Caribbean. It is named for an Admiral who served in the Royal Navy from 1678 until his death in 1702 from a wound to his leg he suffered in the West Indies under French fire. It is an intensely rich rum consisting of spicy apple and pepper flavours.

Mount Gay
40% Vol

In 1910, the twin phenomena of a total solar eclipse and the passage of Helleys comet inspired the creation of Eclipse, a rum whose surpassing depth and complexity epitomise the art of Barbadian rum making. Brilliant golden amber in colour with complex aromas whose rich, seamless harmony is interwoven with distinctive floral and fruity notes of apricot and banana with hints of vanilla and a subtle smokiness imparted by the Kentucky oak barrels in which the rum is patiently aged.
This rum is made from the finest sugar cane and distilled in Guyana, South America. Blended aromas of toffee, cinnamon, cloves and pepper on the nose whilst smooth yet spicy on the palate. Full of demerara flavours.

Woods
57% Vol

Why not try one of our Fever-Tree mixers with any of the above.
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